
population as a whole. Overinclusion is acceptable for
screening instruments designed for disorders with
high mortality rates, particularly as the questionnaire is
short and easy to administer. Positive results should be
followed by further questioning rather than by
automatic referral.

The SCOFF questionnaire is efficient at detecting
cases of eating disorders in adult women in primary
care. We recommend its use by healthcare profession-
als in primary care. Future work will assess the validity
of the questionnaire in other populations, such as ado-
lescents, in whom the prevalence may be higher.
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Correction

Resource implications and health benefits of primary prevention
strategies for cardiovascular disease in people aged 30 to 74:
mathematical modelling study
The authors of this primary care paper, Tom Marshall and
Andrew Rouse, have alerted us to some errors in the
costings given for the follow up of patients (27 July, pp 197-
9). They have confirmed that despite this the conclusions of
the article remain the same.

Firstly, in table 2 in the web version (bmj.com), the costs
should read, downwards: £3567; £18 290; £32 628; £3567;
£6758; £24 489; £36 233; £14 983; £25 975; £46 270; and
£34 950. The heading for that column should read: “Cost
per event prevented.’’

Secondly, the first three paragraphs of the results
section should read as below.
Technical efficiency: maximising benefits within total resources
For any given allocation of resources to primary prevention
of cardiovascular disease more cardiovascular events can be
prevented under RM strategies than the equivalent JBR
strategies. A primary care team can prevent 5.7 events for
£40 934 under strategy RM-2 or 5.7 events for £28 090
under RM-3. The most efficient strategy for a primary care
team with a budget of £40 934 is therefore RM-3. A primary
care team can prevent 7.6 events for £116 233 under
strategy RM-1 or 7.6 events for £86 696 under RM-2. The
most efficient strategy for a primary care team with a budget
of £116 233 is therefore RM-2. For a primary care team with
a budget of over £116 233 the most efficient strategy is
RM-1.
Maximising efficiency within available clinical staff time
[After second sentence] At one clinic a month there is not
sufficient clinical time to assess all eligible adults. JBR
strategies therefore cannot be implemented. Strategy RM-3
can prevent 4.0 cardiovascular events at a cost of £3567 per
event prevented. RM-2 can prevent 1.1 more events at an
incremental cost of £18 290 per event prevented. RM-1 can
prevent 2.5 more events than RM-2 at an incremental cost
of £32 628 per event prevented.

Compared with one clinic a month, allocating two
clinics a month to RM-3 can prevent 1.6 more events at a
cost of £6758 per event prevented. Allocating two clinics a
month to RM-2 prevents a further 1.7 events at an
incremental cost of £24 489 per event prevented. Two clin-
ics a month following strategy RM-1 prevents a further
3.5 cardiovascular events at an incremental cost of £36 233
per event prevented.
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1 One point is given for every "yes" answer.

• Do you ever make yourself Sick because
you feel uncomfortably full?

• Do you worry you have lost Control over
how much you eat?

• Have you recently lost more than One
stone in a 3 month period?

• Do you believe yourself to be Fat when
others say you are too thin?

• Would you say that Food dominates your
life?

A score of 2 indicates possible anorexia
nervosa or bulimia nervosa
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Receiver operating curve showing the effect of cut-off points (1 to 5) for the SCOFF
questionnaire to detect cases and non-cases of eating disorders. 1 to 5=minimum number of
positive responses to questionnaire

Submitting articles to the BMJ

We are now inviting all authors who want to submit a paper to
the BMJ to do so via the web (http://submit.bmj.com).

Benchpress is a website where authors deposit their
manuscripts and editors go to read them and record their
decisions. Reviewers’ details are also held on the system, and
when asked to review a paper reviewers will be invited to access
the site to see the relevant paper. The system is secure, protected
by passwords, so that authors see only their own papers and
reviewers see only those they are meant to.

Anyone with an internet connection and a web browser can use
the system.

The system provides all our guidance and forms and allows
authors to suggest reviewers for their paper. Authors get an
immediate acknowledgement that their submission has been
received, and they can watch the progress of their manuscript.
The record of their submission, including editors’ and reviewers’
reports, remains on the system for future reference.

The system itself offers extensive help, and the BMJ ’s editorial
office will help authors and reviewers if they get stuck.

Benchpress is accessed via http://submit.bmj.com or via a link
from bmj.com

Primary care
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